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cidence took his seat on the very day when the first notable effort
in Irish obstruction was made—by a Fenian, Joseph Biggar.
Some months later he witnessed and pondered the disorderly
success of Plimsoll.1 But it was not till the session of 1877 that
he himself came to the front as an obstructionist; having in the
interval quietly strengthened his position with the two leading
and rival forces in Nationalist Ireland, the Roman Catholic
Church and the Irish Republican Brotherhood; to neither of
which did he belong. His tactics offended Butt, but he soon
brushed Butt aside. By July of that year he and his band had
gained such skill in obstruction, that they twice kept the house
of commons up all night—the second time till 2 p.m., a 26 hours*
sitting. Such performances have since become commonplaces of
parliamentarism in many lands. But then they were almost un-
heard of, and the sensation was immense. Sir Stafford Northcote,
as leader of the house, carried two anti-obstructionist rules; the
Irishmen soon got round them; and in 1878 he had a committee
appointed to consider the problem. But it proved very baffling
on its technical side. Early in 1879 he moved six resolutions
to deal with it. Five had to be abandoned; and the sixth, after
consuming three nights in debate, was passed with amendments
which rendered it nugatory.
These manoeuvres partly explain why the Disraclian govern-
ment, after its fruitful start, became so barren of legislation during
its later years. But their full effect on Ireland and on Parnell's
fortunes was due to the coincidence of the agricultural slump,
Just as the liberals had forgotten Ireland when they passed the
Ballot Act, so the conservatives forgot her when they decided
not to protect farming. In Great Britain a policy, which sacri-
ficed the rural to the urban populations, did at least favour the
large majority. But Ireland, save round Belfast, was a nation of
agriculturalists; and, excepting the graziers, ruin fell on them all.
The vast majority were tenants holding from landlords at rents
which the fall in agricultural prices made it impossible to pay*
Embittered by differences of religion and race, the relations of
landlord and tenant in Ireland had already for two centuries
resembled a smouldering civil war. The Gladstone Act of 1870
had given a certain relief; and in 1875 a considered survey by the
Dublin correspondent of The Times recorded a widespread as-
suagement.2 But within three years the crisis in rural economy
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